Explore the possibilities of entrepreneurship
Welcome

For years, the team with the Edson Entrepreneurship + Innovation Institute has encouraged students, faculty and other community members to “just start.” Whether you are learning a new skill, trying to hit a new milestone or advancing a particular idea, Just Start is a call to action that can encourage you to move forward.

We can all be entrepreneurial thinkers who solve problems in ways that create value for others. But sometimes, getting started can feel intimidating. The good news is that it gets easier the more you do it. This Just Start guidebook is filled with activities to help you reflect on your ideas and set specific goals. We hope this introduction helps you work through ideas and map out what it means to you to Just Start.

We encourage you to work through the activities offered at a pace and style that works best for you. For example, you can write directly on these pages, use a separate notebook or type up notes on your own device. Now, let’s begin your journey!
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Entrepreneurial mindset

Whatever your current and future goals are, you can benefit from thinking with an entrepreneurial mindset. This way of thinking encourages curiosity, makes connections and creates value for others by doing new or different things. Reflect on times you have thought in an entrepreneurial way by identifying a problem and working to do something new or different.
## Times I have been entrepreneurial

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What was the problem?</th>
<th>How did I do something new or different?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### What value was added?

- 
- 
- 

## List activity — ideas you’d like to start

Now that you have identified ways you have used an entrepreneurial mindset in the past, let’s identify areas where you could use it in the future. Sometimes, to get things started, it is helpful to write them down. Jot down a few things you would like to start but have not yet. These can be personal or professional goals, big or small, easy or challenging.

### Starter list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What you’d like to start</th>
<th>Why you haven’t started (or finished) yet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

What is a small action you could take to make things happen (now or later)?

- 
- 
- 
- 

Problem spotting + identifying connections

Everyone has things — big or small — that bug them. Here, we encourage you to notice things you find inconveniencing or annoying in your everyday life. While this may feel simple, identifying things that are bothersome can be a helpful starting point for how to improve things.
Take a bit of time to write down as many things as you can that bug you. We call this process creating a “bug list.” As you do this, focus on what could be better in your everyday life. Examples could be how hard it is to find a parking spot, having a disorganized closet — especially for pairs of shoes — or dealing with extreme weather.

**My bug list**


Next, select one of the things you wrote down to focus on. You will think through a solution to this problem by developing a concept map. A concept map is a way to visualize information. It helps you think about the big picture and smaller details. As you focus on mapping the concept, think about causes — why does this happen? — and potential opportunities that could be possible solutions.

**Tips**

If you are having a hard time deciding what to focus on, try to pick something that you think probably bugs other people too.

**While you are mapping, consider these factors:**

• Why does this bug you? Does it bug other people?
• Is this a problem? Why?
• Are there current solutions to this problem? If so, what are they?
• Do the current solutions, if any, work well? Why or why not?
• What could be done differently?
• How would you solve this problem?
My concept map

This mapping exercise helps to organize and understand information. By working through a concept map, you can sort your thoughts and more easily share them with others. In many ways, a concept map is an outline that illustrates connections or relationships between ideas. This is a creative process, so we encourage you to approach your concept map in whatever way works best for you to structure your idea.

A few suggestions:

- Begin with the main concept or idea. Put it at the center of your map. Everything else will connect back to this main idea.
- Add associated ideas around the main concept by using lines or arrows.
- Don’t be afraid to use color. Highlighting key thoughts or using color to code specific ideas is encouraged, especially at the end of your mapping process.
- If relationships exist between concepts you have mapped, find ways to visualize that connection.
- Before you finish, look at your map. Is anything important missing? Does your map make sense to you?

Problem/bug list concept map

Example of concept map:
Draw your own problem/bug list map:
While we started this activity with a focus on a particular idea, a concept map can be used in many different ways. For this next exercise, use the concept map process for your own life goals.

A few suggestions:

• Put yourself at the center.
• Think about categories within your life that are important to you. Examples of categories could include: Education, Social, Health and Work.
• Subcategories for Social could be 1) Family and 2) Friends with other goals or topics nested within each category.
• You can use the concept map to organize thoughts on how your life currently looks, or to create a vision with goals that support what you hope your future looks like.

Draw your own concept map:
I get by with a little help from my mentors…

Having encouraging relationships is helpful when trying to achieve any goal. You have probably heard of the concept of a mentor, an important person who can support you by sharing past experience, advice or just a different perspective. Mentorship can be formal or informal. In this activity, we encourage you to consider current relationships that are helpful to you or brainstorm relationships that could become more helpful to you after strengthening the connection. What expertise or skills do these people offer that can be valuable to you in achieving your goals? How do you stay connected?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Person</th>
<th>How they can support or help you</th>
<th>How you stay connected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Looking for a mentor?

Check out the ASU Venture Devils program to learn more about ASU resources that include dedicated mentorship to support you as you develop your ideas.

[ tinyurl.com/VentureDevils ]

Just like a company might have a Board of Advisors, it’s helpful as individuals to have more than one mentor relationship. Look back at your list and think about how this group might serve as an informal personal Board of Advisors. Is there anything missing? How could you make new relationships to add to this current list? Beyond building in-person relationships, think about other ways you might learn from someone else’s expertise, whether it’s following certain public individuals online, listening to podcasts or reading particular books.
Establish your milestones

Use this space to write down the goals, milestones or accomplishments that you hope to achieve one week from now, three months from now, six months from now and one year from now. While the future is not always certain and goals may change, creating time-bound goals helps to set a vision and encourages you to take action.

As you work through this process, reflect on your relationships with role models. After setting each milestone, list someone who might be able to support you in this process, whether they are someone you know personally, or a public figure whose work inspires you.

Milestone 1

What do you want to have accomplished 1 week from now?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Who can help you achieve this? ________________________________

Milestone 2

What do you want to have accomplished 3 months from now?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Who can help you achieve this? ________________________________

Milestone 3

What do you want to have accomplished 6 months from now?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Who can help you achieve this? ________________________________

Milestone 4

What do you want to have accomplished 1 year from now?

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________________________

Who can help you achieve this? ________________________________
As you work through your milestones, shade in the timeline to keep track of your progress.

Milestone 1 ➔ Milestone 2 ➔ Milestone 3 ➔ Milestone 4

**Tips for managing your time and staying on track:**

- **Consider** when you do your best work and prioritize your time accordingly. If you think more clearly in the morning, attend to brainy activities in the morning. If you need to move your body before you start thinking, choose to be active in the morning and do mental tasks later in the day.

- **Divide** larger projects into smaller tasks that you can do over a reasonable number of days.

- **Keep** a log of how much time it takes you to do various tasks. This will help you learn how much time you need to schedule for these tasks in the future.

- **Set boundaries.** Don’t overload yourself with projects or tasks. This will help you focus your attention on each project through completion.

- **Strengthen your resilience:** Develop supportive, trusting relationships with people you can share your feelings, hopes and dreams with.

Get more tips about managing time, increasing your focus, reducing stress and more through ASU’s Live Well Community.

[wellness.asu.edu/explore-wellness](https://wellness.asu.edu/explore-wellness)
Customer discovery is a process of asking others, especially those who could be a future customer for your idea, to give feedback within the process. Any time you are creating an idea or working through a project, your own point of view influences how you approach consider and understand other perspectives and helps to test any assumptions you might be making.
We have outlined a few steps that help with the customer discovery process:

**First, write down your idea.**

**Next, define what problem you are trying to solve.**

**Finally, how does your idea solve this problem?**

An example of something that you may already be familiar with:

**Idea**
A pet door — also known as a doggy door — is a small opening within someone’s home that allows animals to enter and exit independently.

**Problem**
Animals are not capable of opening/closing doors in the same way that humans are; as a pet owner, it is helpful for me if my animal can go outside on their own while I attend to other tasks, rather than always needing me to be home to let them out. It isn’t safe or secure to leave my whole door open, so an alternative option is needed.

**Solution**
The pet door is small enough that it feels different than leaving a full door open and even has options to be temporarily closed and secured if the pet owner wants to do so.

**Bonus!** It often includes a flexible flap that offers further protection, including from weather. My dog or cat can be trained to push the flap and walk through the space, which is low enough to the ground that they can do so without anyone’s help.

While it is uncertain who created the first pet door, this idea has been improved upon for decades and provides homeowners an approachable solution to what can be a common problem. Likely, the inventor either had an animal — directly experiencing the problem — or observed others. Hopefully, the inventor talked to multiple individuals along the way to identify a solution that could meet the needs of the primary problem — an animal didn’t have a way to go outside independently. It also helps to limit the secondary concerns for keeping the house secure from intruders, such as bugs, weather or any other unwanted guests.

While your dog or cat might not be able to give direct feedback for an idea like the pet door, it would be valuable to talk with pet owners when first thinking through the idea, and then later to even observe how animals interact with the prototype.
Some questions you might ask as part of a customer discovery process:

- Tell me about how you currently ____________
  [example: take care of your dog throughout the day]
- Is there anything you don’t like about that process?
- If you can improve your experience as a ____________, what would be helpful?
  [pet owner who is not always home]
- What is the hardest part about ____________? [being responsible for an animal]
- What advice would you give for someone who is thinking about ____________? [adopting a pet]
- What tools do you currently use to help yourself as a ____________? [pet owner]
- If you had a magic wand and could make one thing different about your situation, what would you change?

Work through this free Training and Development Resources module to gain critical insights into how your product or service brings value to your customer - tinyurl.com/TDRCustomerDiscovery

Tips

- Focus the conversation. Share what topic you want to discuss at the beginning and ask specific questions.
- Ask about things like routines, feelings and opinions. This conversation should go beyond whether someone would buy or use something. Try to get unexpected insights!
- Think intentionally about who can provide unique perspectives. Is there anyone you have not talked to that might be good to engage in conversation? Try to look in unexpected places.
- Make a goal of how many customer discovery conversations you want to have. While you will not have enough hours in the day to talk to everyone, it is great to have multiple conversations and talk with people outside of your immediate circle. Talking to multiple people can help you identify key themes and shared experiences or opinions that can direct where you go next.
Prototyping/drawing activity

A prototype is a model or sketch that helps you envision and test out your ideas. Often, a prototype is a first attempt at designing something. Like any first draft, it does not have to be perfect and rather helps you to visualize what you are trying to create. You can prototype an actual product idea or service, or you can prototype an experience. Today, sketch out an experience that you would want to create and try to depict how it would look, feel or be. An example could be to draw a prototype of a volunteer experience. If a goal is to volunteer more in the community, what would that look like?

Tips

Stick figures and words are fine. Drawing is a process that encourages thinking in different ways, so try as much as you can to sketch and draw and not only write.

Draw it out here!
Showcase your strengths

Whatever role you take in life — whether as a founder, employee or any sort of teammate — it is important to know your strengths and be able to communicate your talents to others. We often focus on selling a particular idea or product, and it can be easy to underestimate how often people are just betting on you and the belief that you will do something great. Overcome imposter syndrome, the belief that we are pretending to do more than we actually can, by bragging a little and embracing your strengths.
Something I am really good at is


People often compliment my ability to


I've intentionally tried to get better at


I make a good teammate/co-founder because


A problem I am confident I can help solve is


After reflecting on these questions, think about your elevator pitch for yourself.

• If you had one minute to explain the value you regularly add as an individual, what would you say?
• What are simple ways to communicate to a stranger some of your strengths and talents?
• While you don’t have to brag, it is important to reflect positively about yourself and your abilities.
Developing your pitch

At some point, you’ll want to share your idea with others. While there are many informal ways to do so, there are also times you might want to pitch your idea more formally. Next, we share some best practices around developing both a pitch and a possible slide deck to go with a more formal presentation.

Things to note:

• Tell a story.
• Be focused and keep your pitch simple.
• Make every pitch a visual journey.
• Make an impression early (i.e., cover slide - on both pitch decks and informal pitches)
• Leave time for questions.

Write it out

Consider these prompts when drafting your five-minute pitch. If some of the suggested steps use unfamiliar language — like traction or competitive advantage — we encourage you to look them up to gain a better understanding of each topic before beginning your answer.

Each answer should take about one minute, or roughly 150 words.

1. Briefly introduce your idea, then share the problem or opportunity as described by actual users or consumers within a specific business, home or institutional setting. Why should someone care?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

2. Describe or demonstrate your solution with a focus on how the product or service works in three steps or less. What impact will your solution have?

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________
3. **What similar solutions or status quo behaviors currently exist? Why will customers or users choose your solution over other options? Is your solution protected or protectable via a patent, trademark, etc.? Regardless, what is your secret sauce? Describe the competitive landscape and your competitive advantage.**


4. **Describe your current or planned business model. Who pays for your solution, and how much, how often and where do these transactions occur? In other words, describe your first sale, or a typical sale. Remember: even nonprofits have a business model.**


5. **Introduce your team and key mentors with a focus on their extraordinary accomplishments or unique subject matter expert skills. Why is your team uniquely qualified to bring this product or service to market? What does your team need to reach the next milestone (e.g., money, strategic introductions)? If you need money, how much? What will it be spent to accomplish, and by when?**


---

For detailed guidance and videos on pitching, check out these resources:

- [tinyurl.com/examplepitchdeck](tinyurl.com/examplepitchdeck)
- [tinyurl.com/5minpitch](tinyurl.com/5minpitch)
Business Model Canvas

The Business Model Canvas (BMC) is a tool provided by Strategyzer that helps you work through the details of your idea and think about how the parts fit together.

While there are a series of free, online guides that provide further explanations of ways to use the BMC, we encourage you to work through the Training and Development Resource (TDR) module “How does my idea fit into a business model canvas?” to better understand the nine components of your potential venture idea.

While business is in the title, the BMC applies to any social or nonprofit ideas, as well. You can access the free “How does my idea fit into a business model canvas?” at tinyurl.com/TDRBMC

Download a full-size page version of the Business Model Canvas:
www.strategyzer.com/canvas
What's next?

Congratulations! You’ve worked through a variety of reflective activities. We hope this guidebook was a helpful starting point. We encourage you to keep going and get more engaged with additional Arizona State University resources that will help bring your ideas to life. Here are some possible next steps in your entrepreneurial journey:

Subscribe to the Just Start Spotlight

Stay updated with stories, events, and opportunities related to student entrepreneurship at Arizona State University by signing up for our monthly newsletter. tinyurl.com/JustStartSpotlight

Apply to be an ASU Venture Devil

The ASU Venture Devils program supports students, faculty, and community members in turning their ideas into reality. Venture Devils provides access to funding opportunities, mentoring from experienced entrepreneurs, venture development training, and co-working spaces. To learn more or apply, visit: tinyurl.com/VentureDevils

Connect with Changemaker Central

Changemaker Central is ASU’s on-campus hub for launching an idea. Student change agents are available to inspire, catalyze and help you drive social change. For more information about Changemaker Central and its signature programs, visit: changemaker.asu.edu

Continue Learning

An Entrepreneurial Approach is foundational to entrepreneurship. Check out the Foundations of Entrepreneurship collection under the Training and Development Resources to explore further: tinyurl.com/TDRAApproach

Connect with us

entrepreneurship.asu.edu
entrepreneurship@asu.edu

@EntrepreneurASU
Twitter
Instagram

@ASU_Entrepreneurship

Edson Entrepreneurship + Innovation Institute
Edson E+I is a unit of the ASU Knowledge Enterprise.